We are pleased to begin accepting applications from teachers who teach math in grades 4-6 for ITEAM, the Intermediate TEAchers of Mathematics program. ITEAM is an 18-hour, 13-month graduate program through the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

- Ideal for teachers who enjoy teaching mathematics and seek to develop special strengths in mathematical and pedagogical knowledge, which leads to enhanced student learning in their classrooms.

- Teachers selected for ITEAM will take two web conferencing graduate math courses in Summer 2022 as part of the Nebraska Math and Science Summer Institutes. Math 800T: Mathematics as a Second Language (also the first course in the Math in the Middle program) and Math 804P: Problem Solving and Critical Thinking will be offered consecutively, each lasting two weeks, from June 6-July 1.

- A 20% tuition discount applies for ITEAM summer courses, and teachers can apply for additional NMSSSI Fellowships to further reduce the costs.

- The Fall 2022 and Spring 2023 courses will each be online, and taken in conjunction with the teachers participating in Primarily Math. The last two courses in Summer 2023 will meet in June for two weeks.

- Make the most of time at home and “learn in place!”

Soon we are currently accepting applications for the ITEAM program, which will begin coursework on June 6.

**Application deadline:**
April 15, 2022

Teachers should contact administrators about potential tuition support available through their district. Nebraska teachers automatically qualify for the 20% tuition discount from the Nebraska Math and Science Summer Institutes.

Email Lindsay Augustyn at laugustyn2@unl.edu with any questions.

**APPLY AT:**
https://scimath.unl.edu/iteam

UNL does not discriminate based upon any protected status. Please see go.unl.edu/nondiscrimination.